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1be progress! va depletion ot spawning stocks ill ~ areas and the 

associated risk to long-tem yield through reduced recruitment is C&us-

ing inoreasing conce"". It is this risk that has st1mul.sted the 

present _t strategy for Georses llank herring, aimed at pemi too 

ting this atock to reoover to a specific biomass level. However, whilst 

it is e:z:peoted that no 1000000tem banefi t in yield would derive from a 

further reduction of herring stooks (and IIIIU\7 others), it is by no means 

certain that this would in fact cause lasting damage to the reaour.Je, 

Dor is it clear what level of spawning stock should be considered 

adequate. 

In considering this same problem in relation to _t of the 

A.roto-No1'Wegian cod stoak, NEAFC requested ICES I to consider the possi-

bili ty of an estimation of the optimum size of the spawning stock of 

Arcto-Horweg.l.an cod'. This has been attempted by a modifioation of 

existing techniques whioh still deals with the problem ~ at an empiri

cal level but which ~ be of more seneral interest. The analysiS 

reoognizes the interaction of the ase of maturity in the stock with the 

effect of fiah1ng from recm! tment to spawning, and so g.l.ves expression 

to the events at all phases of the life-cycle which may 1nf'luenoe the 

size of' the spawning stock and henoe the number of recrui ts 1 t oan 

produce. 

THE S'lOOK AND BIDRUI'I!IERT lIEL!'l'IONS!IIP 

Estimates of parent stock in each year have been derived as follows. 

1 The ase oomposi tion of the stock was derived for the b~g!D!!ln!r 

of each year from Virtual Population Analysis. 
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2 !liIe mature atock at 1 Januar,y was then calculated, aaSUllling 

that 50% of seven-;y.,.."...,ld fish, and all fish of eisht ;years 

or older, were mature. From this the ammal catch in the 

Norway Coast spring fishery' was deducted, on the assum;ption 

that the majori t;y of theae fiah are actually caUBbt in 

pre-spawning condition and are therefore effectively lost to 

the spawning atock. 

3 The biomass of tha mature .tock was eatimated b;y multiplying 

the number of mature fish of each _ gronp by the avem&e 

weisht at each _ and IO\1IIIIl.Dg for all age gronpa. 

4 The mature biomass was then converted into eggs t assuming a 

production of 400 eggs per g of mature biomass (based on 

Batras, 1962). 

5 The number of raoul tant three-y.,.."...,ld recrm ts was taken 

from the Virtual Population Anal.;yeio and i. therefore estimatad 

independeutly :from the 8at1ma.tes of mature stock size. 

A Rickar stock and recrm tment curve was :f'1 tted to the raeul tant 

data for the yeara 1942-68. !liIe equation of the curve used wae 

-bS R = aSe , (1 ) 

where R number of recruits, 

S = parent stock size, 

a coefficient of' dens! ty independent mortal1 ty, 

b coeUiciant of densi t;y dependent mortal! t;y. 

The curve was fitted by the method of least squares to minimize 

E(R - aSe-bS)2. !liIe oalculated ourve, with its 9?Jb confidence limit., 

1s 9hown in li'igure 1. 'lhe parameters of' the curve are 

a = 3.8981, b = 0.1122, 

where R is measured as numbers x 10-8 of three-year-old reorui ts and 

S as eggs x 10-14• 

ntis Is the conventional relationship between stock and. reorui t-

ment, which is in practioe diff'lcu1 t to interpret unless the effect of 

fishing upon the recrm ts ia superimposed to establish the link between 

them. and the spawning stook which they generate. ~e essential or! tertan 

of stabi1it;y is that the stock should replace itself over ita entire 

l1fe-cyc1e, a given spawning stock should generate an equivalent spawn

ing stock in the filial Belleration. This _ata a transformation of 
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the data to give the potentlal egg production, 82 , of filIal recrui tat 

assuming that they are subject onl¥ to natural mortali t,y. The ratio 

82"'81 la then a measure of the proportion of the Dew generation which 

1s surplus wi th regard to the or1 ter10n of replao ...... t. In the context 

of the fishery and the mortali t,y 1 t pnerate. 1 t 1s mora relevant to 

express this ra tic in. its inverse rom, &a the proportion of 82 which 

x, -x 
must surv1 ve to replace 81 * !]hus since 62 = 81 e t 81/82 = e t 

and since the estimation of 82 incorpol.'8.tes the effect of natural 

mortal! ty, e -x approxima tea to e -F Bumed from :recrui tmen t to the mean 

age of the spawning stock. From expression 1 t then, 

loge81/82 = IOge1/ a + bS1 (2) 

'!he plot loge8/82 again.t 81 1s given in Figura 2, from which the 

fi tted line IIIIIJ' be retransfomed to the Ricke ..... t,ype .took and recruit

-0.112281 ment curve 82 = 12.164 81e , shown in F1gura ~. 

Also plotted in Figure 2 Is the loge reduction in potential egg 

production per un1 t of fishing mortal! t,y plotted against annual fiah1ng 

mortali t,y on f'ull¥ explo1 ted age group.. It can be shown that loge 

reduction in potential ef!g production per un1 t of F 1s equivalent to I:F 

up to mean age of mature stook. '!hus by relating the _ line. plotted 

in Figure 2 it is a simple matter to detemine the level of annual 

f1shing mortali t,y required to harve.t the surplus production at EmY 

stook level. At the point at which the stook just replaces 1 t.eU in 

the absence of f1shing, IOge{81/82) = 0 and 82 = 81 = 22.~ x 1014 ef!gS, 

and this 1s indicated by the broken line. In the absenoe of fiah1ng the 

stock will tend to stabilize at this level under the influence of natur.al 

mortal! ty only. At stock levels below the replacement level there 1s 

surplus production of' recruits. If, for any size of stock, the whole 

surplus 1s removed by f1shing the stock will remain in equil1brium. 

Using Figure 2 the amount of f1ah1ng mortal1 t,y which has to be appl1ed 

to remove the surplus production oan be determined as follows: 

For EmY given stock size read the value of loge{8/82 ) from the 

graph of IOge{8/82 )/81 • This value 1s numer1call¥ equal to ~F 

(or the log reduct10n in potential egg product1on per F), and the 

annual value of F on the fully recruited age groups is read from 

the graph of ~F/F. For example, for a stook size of 10 x 1014 
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ega the value of loge(SlS2) = -1. ~8 can be reed from the graph 

of loge(SlS2)/S1' '!hen from the graph of ~F/F. ~F = -1.38 can 

be seen to be equivalent to an ammal F = 0.205. 'lh1s value of 

annual F is based on the pattem of reorui -..t to the exploited 

stock as in recent ;rears. 

The following conclusions can be made from Figure 2: 

(i) At eaoh stook size up to the replacement point there i. 

an appropriate level of fiah1ng mortal! ty whioh will remove 

surpluB production and ma1nta.in the stock in equilibrium. 

1bia value of' F is greatest at low stook levels, where 

dena! ty-dependent mortal! ty of pre-recrai ts 1s least, and 

decreases to zero at the replaoement point. 

(11) If EF i. greater than 2.5. the .took will inevitably tand 

to extinction because losses by fishing exceed the surplus 

ganerated when den.i ty-d.epen<!ent mortality i. at a lIlinimum. 

In this .took EF2.5 = annual F = 0.43. owing to the time 

of exposure to fishing between reorui tment and spawning. 

(iii) There 1s a clear increase in variance about the stock and 

recruitment ourve at low levels « 6 x 1014 eggs). 

(iv) Within this area of instability in reoruitment at very low 

stock levels, only the largest year-classes contain enough 

reoruits to offset the level of exploitation which has 

been charaoteristic of recent years. 

INTERPREll'ATION OF THE STOCK .AND 
REX:RUITMEIIT CURVES 

In Figures 1 and 3 the points for each year are identified. The 

curve bas been fitted to the points for 1942-68, for which estimates 

of three-year-old reCruits are available from Virtual Population Ana~-

SiB. In Figure 1 points are also plotted for the year. 1969-71. using 

recruitment data estimated from pre-reoruit surveys. Also indicated in 

Figure 1 are the estimates of mature stock size for the years 1972-77. 

It will be seen that the present very low size of the mature stock is 

expected to decline still further, probab~ reaohing a minimum. level 

in 1975-76. 

The stock and recruitment curve is more easi~ interpreted when 

stook and recrui_nt are plotted in equivalent units. as in Figure 3. 
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In this f'igure the 45° replacement line is drawr.. Reorui tment above 

this line under the dome of the stock and recruitment curve is reorui t-

ment in excess of that required to provide a replacement stock, and 

this represents the amount which can be harvested if the stock 1s 

maintained in equilibrium. 'Where the lines intersect, at "'l stock size 

of 22.) x 1014 eggs. the stock will just replace itself in the absence 

of fishing. To the right of this point recruitment is le.s then the 

parent stock and there is no surplus production of recruits. The maxi

mum number of recruits is produced from a stock size of 8.9 x 1014 eggs. 

Maximum surplus production is obtained with a steele size of 7.3 x 1014 

eggs (indica ted by the arrow in Figw:e 2), when the number of recrui ts 

produced is equivalent to 39.2 % 1014 eggs, of which 31.9 % 1014 are 

surplus to that required for replacement. 'Dle optimum stock aize of 

7.3 x 1014 eggs is equivalent to the observed stock size in the 

early 1950 •• 

In Figw:e 4 the annual fishing mortality appropriate to maintain 

the stock in equilibrium Is plotted against stock size. 1he resultant 

equilibrium catch is also plotted in the figure. Exploited at the 

optimum level the Areta-Norwegian ood stock would g1 ve an annual yield 

of over 800 000 tons. 

This curve represents the yield under equilibrium cendi tiona and 

should not lead to the conclusion that catches will decrease dramati-

cally as soon 6S fishing mortal! ty exceeds F = 0.3, or the stock is 

depleted below 7.' x 1014 eggp. In fact, catches of Arotc-Norwegian 

cod have averaged close to BOO 000 tons throughout the post-war period, 

when fishing mortality has averaged F = 0.5-0.6. Thi. has resulted in 

a gradual depletion of the resource over a long period. the catch being 

maintained by the surplus, as defined here, plus a portion of the 

replacement stock level. 1b.e rate of decline will vary - depending 011 

the degree of excess fishing mortality - until finally, as now in the 

Areta-Norwegian cod, stook reServes reach a very low level. 

A Rl?ker-type stock and recruitment curve has been £i tted to obser

ved data of parent stock size and the size of the resul taut 

recruitment. '!he data oovered the p'rtod 1942-68. 
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2 A relationship was der! ved between stock size and the level of 

annual fishing mortali t;y required to harvest the production in 

exoess of that required to maintain the stoak in equilibrium, 

asBUming that the selection pattern would be the same as at 

present. 

3 '!he optimum size of the mature stock, in the units used, would be 

7.3 x 1014 eggs. This corresponds to the observed size of the 

mature stock in the early 1950s. At this stock aize, and with the 

present selection pattem, the optimum level of annual fishing 

mortal! ty would be F = 0.26, when an average annual yield of over 

600 000 tons could be expected. It is possible that by cbang:lng 

the selection patte~ an even greater yield miBbt be obtainable. 

4 The conclusions in this paper are based on the assumption that the 

size of recruiting year-classes would be dete~ed from the spawn

ing stock according to the calculated stook and recruitment 

relationship. The stock and reorui tment curve would be expected 

to represent the average relatlansh1p between stock and recruit

ment, but individual annual values would be expected to show the 

same variance about the curve as has been the case for the obaer-

ved data for past years. 
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Figure 1 Stock-recruitment curve for the Areto-Norwegian cod. R = 3.8981 Se-O.1122S. The curve is 
fitted to the points for 1942-68. The broken lines indicate 95% confidence limits of the curve. 
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shown and the line represents the fitted stock-recruitment curve. Plot of cumulative 
fishing mortality on mean age in mature stock against annual fishing mortality 
coefficient. 
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Figure~ Stock-recruitment curve for Areto-Norwegian cod. Recruits and 
stock measured in the same units. R = 12.1648e-0.11228, 
The arrow indicate. the polDt of maximum surplus production. 
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Figure 4 Equilibrium catch against stock size, and the annual fish
ing mortality required to achieve equilibrium catch. 
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